This paper proposes a free-viewpoint interface for mobile-robot teleoperation, which provides viewpoints that are freely configurable by the human operator head pose. The viewpoints are acquired by a head tracker equipped on a head mounted display. A real-time free-viewpoint image generation method based on view-dependent geometry and texture is employed by the interface to synthesize the scene presented to the operator. In addition, a computer graphics model of the robot is superimposed on the free-viewpoint images using an augmented reality technique. We developed a prototype system based on the proposed interface using an omnidirectional camera and depth cameras for experiments. The experiments under both virtual and physical environments demonstrated that the proposed interface can improve the accuracy of the robot operation compared with first-and third-person view interfaces, while the quality of the free-viewpoint images generated by the prototype system was satisfactory for expressing the potential advantages on operational accuracy.
Introduction
Historically, many types of mobile robots have been developed and employed to operate on behalf of humans for various situations 2) . The importance of the teleoperation interface has increased significantly, particularly for working in unknown and/or extreme environments, such as disaster areas with narrow pathways and unforeseen obstacles. Although there has been considerable research devoted to the automatic control of mobile robots 3)4) , most practical robots are still controlled by human operators using video images captured by robotmounted cameras. These include PackBot 5) , which was deployed for surveillance of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan after the 2011 earthquake. A human operator should have sufficient skills for controlling a robot to prevent it from colliding with its surroundings so it can safely and effectively complete its assigned tasks. To achieve successful operations, it is important to determine the most effective way to represent to its human operators the field of view surrounding the robot. This objective is even further essential because human vision is the most important sense used by humans to grasp the surrounding environment in teleoperation tasks. To this end, there have been numerous studies on image presentation approaches for teleoperation interfaces of mobile robots 6)- 17) .
In terms of image presentation for human operators, existing remote-control interfaces are classified in two categories: those that provide a first-person view from the robot (that is, from the position of the camera on the robot), and those that provide a third-person view (a bird's-eye view from above the robot). While these interfaces are currently used in practical applications, problems with them still remain that decrease robot operation safety. One key problem is the difficulty in grasping distances from the robot to surrounding objects. To address this problem, we propose a mobilerobot teleoperation interface that uses a free-viewpoint image generation technique from computer-vision and -graphics fields. The proposed interface provides the human operator with a novel way to grasp the environment surrounding a robot in a remote site. As demonstrated by our experiments, the interface realizes an intuitive robot operation from viewpoints that are freely configurable by a head-mounted display (HMD) and a head tracker, which provides photorealistic textures of real-world environments, as shown in Fig. 1 . Our experiments also demonstrate that the proposed interface improves the safety of mobile-robot operations. 
Related work 1 Mobile-robot teleoperation interfaces
The most common image presentation approach for mobile-robot teleoperation is based on the first-person view 6) , which is the scene directly captured by robotmounted cameras. Most studies and robotic products have employed monocular cameras to provide a firstperson view for surveillance in environments such as minefields 7) and sewers 8) . Omnidirectional cameras 18) are often used for first-person-view interfaces that enable operators to configure their view direction to scan the scene. Compared to monocular cameras, omnidirectional cameras have a shorter delay when changing view direction. However, there are two problems with omnidirectional cameras with regard to the operator's understanding of the robot's surroundings. For one, in omnidirectional images, scenes in a downward angle are not visible because the robot occludes them. Second, it is difficult to grasp distances between the robot and surrounding objects.
Interfaces that provide third-person views, which are views from directly above or from above and diagonally behind a robot, have been developed to overcome the above problems. Packbot 5) and Quince 9) , mobile-robots employed for the surveillance of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, were operated through a thirdperson-view interface using a pair of robots: one moved forward for surveillance, while the other captured images of the first robot from behind. As another exam-ple, a study by Shiroma et al. 10) obtained images of a robot from above by physically mounting a camera on a long arm. Their investigation demonstrated that, in terms of speed and safety, the third-person view is more effective than the first-person view. Although these approaches are expected to facilitate grasping distances to surrounding objects, they do not completely resolve the occlusion problem that occurs in downward scenes.
In most situations, however, it is difficult to directly capture a third-person view from physically mounted cameras; therefore, image processing and/or multisensor integration approaches, which combine information captured from the robot, are often employed to generate third-person views. Time Follower's Vision 11) , for example, a remote-control vehicle visualpresentation system, provides a viewpoint from behind by displaying images captured several seconds previously as the robot moves forward. To generate more customized viewpoints, three-dimensional (3D) shapes of objects in the surrounding environment acquired from depth sensors mounted on a robot are often used with the images captured by a camera. The interfaces proposed by Saitoh et al. 12) , Nielsen et al. 13) , and Ferland et al. 14) provide operators with both the first-person view and 3D models reconstructed based on simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approaches 19) . Kelly et al. 15) have realized a photorealistic third-person-view interface by appropriately mapping images to 3D shapes in an outdoor environment. Imageprocessing-based third-person view interfaces basically combine multiple textures and/or 3D shapes captured from multiple locations to generate the scene at the bottom of the robot, and then artificially superimpose the appearance of the robot. Therefore, these interfaces can improve the visibility of scenes of the bottom or far side of the robot by using a transparent robot appearance, such as the technique used in Time Follower's Vision 11) .
In ordinary third-person-view interfaces described above, the operator's viewpoint is fixed or selectable from a few viewpoints that are configured in advance. Although these types of third-person-view interfaces improve the speed and safety of teleoperations, the problems mentioned earlier still remain with the difficulty in grasping the distance to surrounding objects on the far sides of the robot. Because of the limitation of selectable viewpoint variation, the problems are especially apparent in complex environments, such as those containing narrow pathways and obstacles. From this perspective, one of the ultimate forms of third-personview interfaces is a Virtual Environment Vehicle Interface (VEVI) 16)17) , which provides a freely configurable view; the viewpoint and direction can be freely changed by the operator using an HMD and a head tracker. Although an interface with a freely configurable view is expected to provide intuitive and safe operations, the existing VEVIs 16)17) have been developed only as virtualreality interfaces without using real-world textures.
This study realizes an intuitive and freely configurable third-person-view interface using an HMD and a head tracker for providing photorealistic textures of real-world environments. The proposed interface employs state-of-the-art image processing and computer vision methods; therefore, the robot's far side is visible by superimposing a transparent robot appearance. That is, our approach resolves the occlusion problem, while facilitating grasping distances to surrounding objects on the far sides of the robot. We investigate the effectiveness of a prototype free-viewpoint-operation interface for a real environment through evaluations. The approaches used to realize freely configurable views with the textures of a real environment are described in the following section.
2 Free-viewpoint image generation
In the fields of computer graphics and computer vision, techniques for generating freely configurable views from multiple images are referred to as free-viewpoint image generation (or arbitrary-or novel-viewpoint image generation). One free-viewpoint image generation approach is known as model-based rendering (MBR). This approach is a traditional computer graphics/vision pipeline that reconstructs 3D shapes of real environments first, and then maps images of the environment over them as textures. At present, 3D shapes can be acquired in real-time from environments ranging from a small desktop space 20) to a large outdoor environment 21) . In this approach, the quality of the freeviewpoint images generated by MBR is directly affected by the accuracy of the 3D shapes; that is, unnatural distortions or missing areas in the views are easily exposed. On the other hand, image-based rendering (IBR) generates free-viewpoint images without using explicit 3D shapes. There have been numerous studies on IBR techniques, such as view morphing 22) , light-field rendering 23)24) , and lumigraph rendering 25)26) . Although IBR reduces missing areas in resulting images, the approach requires images captured at a large number of places and directions. Otherwise, large distortions may ap-pear 27) .
In recent years, the main approach of free-viewpoint image generation is to use hybrid techniques that combine MBR and IBR with the goal of resolving their respective problems. The primary approach of hybrid free-viewpoint generation is view-dependent texture mapping (VDTM), which was originally proposed by Debevec et al. 28) . This technique selects and blends multiple textures acquired from multiple cameras, and then maps the blended textures onto the 3D models. Although the textures acquired at proper positions are selected in VDTM approaches, large errors in the 3D shapes still cause significant distortion on the resultant free-viewpoint images. State-of-the-art methods of hybrid rendering appropriately transform the 3D shapes depending on the position of the virtual viewpoint, while also selecting and blending the textures 29)30) . These hybrid-rendering approaches, which are sometimes referred to as view-dependent geometry and texture (VDGT), generate reasonably clear freeviewpoint images, even though the 3D shapes include large errors (e.g., when there are missing regions in 3D shapes).
The proposed interface employs a VDGT hybridrendering method similar to the one proposed by Sato et al. 30) . Because this VDGT method does not achieve real-time processing, we simplified and improved it to realize real-time image generation. In addition, we superimposed a 3D model of the mobile robot on the free-viewpoint images using an augmented reality (AR) technique 31) . The combined technique of free-viewpoint image generation and AR is referred to herein as augmented free-viewpoint image generation. In the following sections, details of the interface are described with a prototype system example using an omnidirectional camera and four depth cameras. We also discuss the effectiveness of the free-viewpoint interface through evaluations in both virtual and physical environments. Fig. 2 provides an overview of the proposed freeviewpoint interface. The robot is equipped with a conventional camera and depth cameras for acquiring environmental information such as textures and 3D shapes of the surroundings. The environmental information and odometry from the wheels of the robot are transmitted to the site of the human operator. A server 
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Human operator (b) Images of the prototype system. receives the information from the robot and generates in real-time augmented free-viewpoint images that are displayed on an HMD. The viewpoint of these generated images synchronously changes with the operator's head pose (position and direction), which is acquired by a head tracker mounted on the HMD. The details of the augmented free-viewpoint image generation method used in the proposed interface are described in Section 3. 4. Although the experiment employed a simple, wheeled robot operating with joystick control signals, including forward/backward movement and rotation, the proposed interface is compatible with other types of mobile robots and control methods.
2 Prototype system
As mentioned earlier, the prototype system specifications are based on the proposed free-viewpoint interface, as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
( 1 ) Robot configuration The prototype robot has an omnidirectional camera and four depth cameras. Examples of the environmental information, including textures and 3D shapes as depth images, captured by the prototype system are shown in Fig. 3 . The robot (Reference Hardware, Mayekawa Manufacturing Co.) is equipped with four wheels that enable forward/backward movement and rotation. An omnidirectional multi-camera system (La-dybug2, Point Grey Research, Inc.) mounted on top of (a) Images acquired by the omnidirectional multi-camera system.
(b) Depth images from four depth cameras. The relative position and orientation between the omnidirectional and depth cameras are calibrated in advance. We prepare a special calibration pattern consisting of a plane and circular constructions, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The pattern is captured from numerous positions and directions by omnidirectional and depth cameras mounted on the robot (see Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)). The center point of each marker is manually designated on omnidirectional images. The corresponding marker captured by the depth camera is then selected from the depth image. The 3D centroid of the selected marker is calculated using the depth; it is used as the 3D point corresponding to the 2D point designated on the omnidirectional image. The relative position and orientation are calculated by solving the perspective-n-point (PnP) problem from the 2D-3D correspondences.
Environmental information is newly acquired and transmitted to the server in the prototype system when one of three conditions is met: the moving distance of the robot exceeds a threshold from the latest image acquisition; the rotation angle of the robot exceeds a threshold; or, a certain period of time has elapsed. The omnidirectional and depth images are acquired with rough software-based synchronization. The maximum lag time of the synchronization depends on the maximum frame rate of the sensors (e.g., less than 33 ms in our implementation using 30 fps sensors). In our experiments, we did not find negative effects due to the delay; however, more accurate synchronization might be required under operations involving rapid robot movement. The acquired images are combined into one large image and transmitted by a wireless HDMI extender with small delays (< 1 ms) for the experimental environment.
( 2 ) Configuration for human operator The human operator wears an HMD (HMZ-T1, Sony) that displays augmented free-viewpoint images. This HMD is equipped with a receiver for an electromagnetic sensor (Fastrak, Polhemus, Inc.) that operates with a transmitter to measure the six degrees of freedom pose of the operator's head. Augmented free-viewpoint images are generated from environmental information (textures and depth images from the robot), odometry, operator head pose, and the 3D robot model in the server. When only one shot of the depth image set is used to generate the free-viewpoint images, large missing areas appear due to occlusions. In addition, there is lack of depth information from the four depth cameras because they do not cover the entire view from the robot. The proposed interface unifies time-series 3D point clouds to reduce the missing areas. The most recent environmental information received from the robot is combined with older information by 3D point cloud alignment using the odometry information as the initial estimate for each transmission of environment information. The augmented free-viewpoint images are generated in real-time from 3D point clouds and omnidirectional images. The point clouds are combined by the L0-norm-based alignment process, which is a simplified implementation of the method by Hieida et al. 32) . It should be noted that the unification process is implemented as a thread separated from the augmented free-viewpoint image generation process. That is, the calculation cost of the unification process does not affect the frame rate of resultant augmented free-viewpoint image sequences presented to the human operator. The depth-image unification and augmented free-viewpoint image generation processes are described in more detail in the following sections.
3 Unification of multiple depth images
The proposed interface accurately estimates the position and orientation of the robot for each imageacquisition operation by aligning the time-series depth images while minimizing the norms among the multiple 3D point clouds. The norms are minimized by using odometry data as the initial estimation. The prototype system employs L0-norm minimization with a two-dimensional exhaustive search algorithm. Using L0-norm is a robust solution for point cloud alignment with large outliers; however, it is difficult to minimize L0-norm using gradient-based minimization algorithms. To achieve a real-time process, the 3D points that exist in a certain interval of height are first projected on a 2D horizontal plane. The minimum value of cost function based on L0-norm is then searched for in a 2D solution space by changing the rotation and translation in tiny intervals around the acquired odometry. Although our implementation searches for a minimum in a direct manner, it would be possible to use pairs of techniques for more efficient searching, such as a simultaneous localization and mapping based on L0-norm minimization 32) . Because the proposed interface does not specify the alignment methods for point clouds, other alignment techniques can be employed, such as modern iterative closest-point algorithms 33) , feature-based matching approaches 34) , and registration using Gaussian mixture models 35) .
When aligning point cloud p to another point cloud q, L0-norm |p i , q j | 0 is defined as
where ϵ denotes a tiny distance that can be regarded as an identical point. The system minimizes the E(R, t) defined as the sum of L0-norms with changing rotation Paper ( 5 ) 5 matrix R and translation vector t from p to q as
The transformation from the robot to the real-world coordinates that is specified by R and t is also used to augmented free-viewpoint image generation. Examples of point clouds with and without the L0norm-based alignment process are shown in Fig. 5 . Misalignments between two point clouds are reduced by the L0-norm-based alignment process.
4 Augmented free-viewpoint image generation
Augmented free-viewpoint images are generated from the unified point clouds, operator's viewpoint, and 3D robot model in three steps: 1) view-dependent geometry generation; 2) view-dependent texture mapping; and 3) superimposition of 3D robot model.
A free-viewpoint image generation method with viewdependent geometry and texture is employed for this study 30) . The existing method 30) requires the preliminary reconstruction of 3D shapes using multi-view stereo approaches, and it does not achieve real-time processing. Notably, a nonlinear optimization process in the method 30) that uses a whole sequence to achieve high-quality image generation, requires a considerable calculation cost. We used 3D point clouds acquired with depth cameras and realized real-time processing by not employing the optimization processes in the geometry generation and pixel-wise texture selection. In addition, the 3D model of the robot was superimposed on the free-viewpoint images using a standard AR technique.
( 1 ) View-dependent geometry generation The view-dependent geometry generation process produces a depth image of the operator's view using point clouds to reduce any missing areas and unnatural distortions in the free-viewpoint images. The depth is estimated from the combined point clouds in the fol- lowing steps.
(i) Divide the view plane of the operator into triangular meshes, as shown in Fig. 6 , and employ p i as the vertices of the meshes. (ii) Project the 3D points onto the view plane. Some 3D points may be far from the appropriate depth, such as those existing over walls. (iii) Estimate the depth of each vertex p i , and compare the depths of the projected points neighboring p i . The depth value d i of the pointp i that has the smallest depth is employed as the depth of the vertex p i . It is possible that there are nop i corresponding to p i because of lack of depth information. This lack is caused by the occurrence of occlusions in a complex environment and by the limited field-of-view of depth cameras. If there are neighboring vertices whose depth values have been successfully estimated, d i is determined using linear interpolation of the valid depth values. Otherwise, d i is set as the largest value that can be measured by the depth cameras (4000 mm in our prototype system).
( 2 ) View-dependent texture mapping For each mesh produced in view-dependent geometry generation, the appropriate texture is selected from time-series omnidirectional textures captured for the given mesh. The generated geometry may include some errors in the 3D shapes. As shown in Fig. 7 , we define α as the angle between two vectors from the center of the mesh: one is to the camera capturing the texture of (a) Free-viewpoint image.
(b) Augmented free-viewpoint image. the mesh, and the other is to the viewpoint to be generated. The pose of the robot estimated in Section 3. 3 is used for the pose of the camera. The proposed method selects the texture that has the smallest α because the distortion of the appearance caused by 3D shape errors is smaller when α is smaller. Finally, the selected texture is projected and mapped onto the mesh. This texture selection strategy is common in some IBR and hybrid rendering approaches 28) .
( 3 ) Superimposition of 3D robot model In the proposed interface, the hand-made 3D robot model is superimposed using the robot pose information estimated by aligning the depth images, as described in Section 3. 3, as well as the odometry information. The generated free-viewpoint images do not include the appearance of the robot itself, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The transmission of the depth images, which requires a sufficiently large bandwidth, may cause large delays. Therefore, the robot may not be superimposed in the appropriate position in a free-viewpoint image when only the robot pose estimated in Section 3. 3 is used. To generate augmented free-viewpoint images while considering such delays, changes in the robot pose since the most recent acquisition of depth images are calculated from odometry information; these are used with the depth alignment-based pose information. The prototype system 3D model is transparently superimposed to improve the visibility of the scene on the robot's far side, along with a virtual arrow indicating the robot's travel direction, as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
Virtual environment experiments
When operating a remote robot in a real environment, there are many factors affecting a human operator's experience, such as the quality of the freeviewpoint images generated by the proposed approach. We therefore conducted an evaluation to investigate the Start Goal interface characteristics using freely configurable views in an ideal (i.e., virtual) environment.
The human operator configuration was the same as the one discussed in Section 3. 2. Participants at a remote site operated a virtual robot in a simulation environment using CG models. The participants performed the following two tasks: Task 1: Run through a path as quickly and safely as possible without colliding with the wall (the path included narrow passages obstacles, as shown in Fig. 9 ). Task 2: Approach the wall as closely as possible, without colliding with it (such behavior is sometimes required in practical situations to accurately operate a robot with arms beside a wall). For each task, we compared three interfaces: the first-person view, third-person view, and proposed augmented free-viewpoint interface. The third-person view was fixed at a diagonal location behind the robot at approximately 45 • above the horizontal location. The images presented to the operators were produced without the proposed free-viewpoint image generation method by rendering the virtual environment from only the configured viewpoint using a traditional graphics library, as shown in Fig. 10 . The participants were ten people in their twenties or thirties. Most of them were not familiar with the robot operation tasks. Therefore, we first conducted training on joystick robot operation in a virtual environment different from the one used for the experiment. The operations were successfully completed without a wall collision, except for the first-person view interface in Task 1 above (average 1.1 times of collision).
In addition to the investigation using objective factors, we conducted subjective evaluations based on the following three questions to ascertain the operator's impression of each interface: Q1: Were the obstacles on the ground easily recog-Paper ( 7 ) 7 nized? Q2: Was it possible to grasp the distance between the robot and the wall? Q3: Could you operate the robot without feeling delays? The participants answered these questions after each stage of the experiments using a scale from one (worst) to five (best). Fig. 11 shows the results of the experiments in the virtual environment, as well as the pairs that had significant difference p < 0.05. We employed a Friedman multiple comparison test with a Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test. This comparison scheme is a nonparametric alternative of one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with a post-hoc paired t-test with Bonferroni correction. The correction determines the significant level to prevent increasing type-one errors in the multiple comparison test. In the results for Task 1, shown in Fig. 11(a) , the operating times to complete the task were not significantly different among the three interfaces. In Task 2, the free-viewpoint interface was significantly more accurate than the other interfaces, as shown in Fig. 11(b) ; instead a longer operating time was taken with that interface to approach very close to the wall. This implies that the free-viewpoint interface could generate viewpoints that enable the operators to effectively grasp the distance between the robot and the wall, which is shown in the bottom-right of Fig. 10(c) . The results of the questionnaires, presented in Fig. 11(c) , were that the free-viewpoint interface had significantly higher ratings for both the first and second questions, which concerned the ability to recognize the surrounding environment. This means that the proposed interface reduces ambiguity in the operator's recognition of the virtual environment surroundings. For the third question, there were no significant differences among three interfaces. They had exactly the same ratings from all participants. The differences among interfaces had fundamentally little impact on perception of the delay, at least in the given environment, which had a tiny delay.
The results of these experiments indicate that the proposed interface offers the advantage of accurate and safe operation over short operating time. The results therefore imply that the proposed interface is potentially valuable for mobile-robot remote navigation tasks, such as surveillance.
Physical environment experiments
We performed experiments in a physical environment using the prototype system described in Section 3. 2. (c) Free-viewpoint.
Fig. 12
Examples of each interface view in a physical environment.
Stage 1
Object to approach The experiment participants again consisted of ten people in their twenties or thirties, who operated the robot using the same three interfaces discussed in the previous section. In this experiment, the first-person view was generated from the most current omnidirectional image, and the participants could freely change their view direction. The third-person viewpoint was fixed at a diagonal position behind the robot, whose images were generated using the same technique used in the proposed free-viewpoint interface. The third-person view also enabled the participants to change their view direction. Examples of the view of each interface are shown in Fig. 12 . Free-viewpoint images presented for the human operator from a couple of viewpoints are shown in Fig. 1 of Section 1. The runway for the robot used in the experiment was constructed in three stages, as shown in Fig. 13 . The participants were directed to operate the robot with respect to each stage without colliding with the wall and obstacles. A task was set for each stage as follows: Stage 1:
Run through a straight narrow passage as quickly as possible.
Stage 2:
Run through a curved passage with obstacles as quickly as possible.
Stage 3:
Approach the wall as closely as possible. We evaluated the operating time for each stage, along with the distance to the wall in Stage 3. In Stage 3, a participant collided with the wall with the third-person view and the free-viewpoint interface, respectively. In Stage 2, another participant also collided with the wall with the third-person view interface. The participants were allowed to retry the stage when a collision occurred. In addition to objective factors, we investigated operator subjective issues by posing to participants the same three questions described in Section 4.
In our experiment, the environmental information was newly acquired and unified when one of the following conditions was met: 1) 60 cm movement of the robot, 2) 20 • rotation of the robot, or 3) 200 seconds elapsed from the last image capture. Using these conditions, the images were acquired at an average of 13.9 locations through all stages. The unification process of the environmental information was performed in less than 33 ms in the given small environment used in this experiment, where the process does not affect the frame rate of the augmented free-viewpoint video presented to the examinees. The augmented free-viewpoint image was successfully presented on an HMD at 30 fps. Fig. 14(a) shows the operating time for each stage and interface. The figure also shows the pairs that had significant difference p < 0.05 calculated by the same manner as outlined in Section 4. In Stage 1, the free-viewpoint interface, together with the third-person view interface, enabled the operators to quickly complete the task. The participants most often fixed their viewpoint when using the proposed interface for running through the straight pathways. In those cases, the free-viewpoint interface exhibited behavior similar to that of the third-person view. When using the proposed interface, the distance to the wall in Stage 3 was significantly smaller than with the others, as shown in Fig. 14(b) , but the operating time was longer than in the first-person view. This implies that the operator using the proposed interface takes additional time to closely approach the wall compared to the other interfaces. These results demonstrate the same trend as do the virtual environment experiments: The proposed in-Paper ( 9 ) 9 terface improves operation accuracy. In addition, quick operation was achieved in some cases of the proposed interface used with the third-person view, particularly in simple environments. The results of the questionnaires are shown in Fig. 14(c) . Similar to the evaluation result in the virtual environment, the proposed interface received higher ratings for both the first and second questions, but not the third question. We can find the same trend in ideal (virtual) and physical environments from both objective and subjective aspects. Therefore, the free-viewpoint image generation process in our prototype system successfully expresses the potential advantage of the proposed interface.
Discussions
1 Quality of augmented free-viewpoint image
From our experiments in the physical environment, we have confirmed that the quality of images generated by the prototype system is satisfactory for expressing the potential advantage demonstrated in the virtualenvironment experiments. Nevertheless, to realize a more effective interface, the image quality should be further improved. In the bottom of Fig. 15 , for example, artifacts appear in the augmented free-viewpoint image. They could cause false recognition by operators and therefore lack of safe operation. Such artifacts are generated due to the occlusion problem, as illustrated in Fig. 16 . Although environmental information (i.e., 3D shape and textures of the environment) cannot be physically acquired in the region occluded by surrounding objects (e.g., walls), the generation process for the operator's view sometimes requires them. A promising alternative for increasing safety is to display these textures in the free-viewpoint image using another form, such as by filling them with a prominent color to highlight them as occluded textures.
2 Limitations
Although the proposed free-viewpoint interface does not essentially restrict specific system configuration and implementation, our prototype system based on the proposed interface has some limitations. In the implementation of the depth unification process, we employed the flat floor assumption; i.e., our prototype does not accommodate the slope of the floor or tilt of the robot. To overcome this problem, 3D point cloud registration approaches 33)34) can be applied. In addition, the prototype system is specialized for indoor use because of the hardware limitation (e.g., depth cameras cannot be used outdoors). Other robots, sensors, or devices can be employed for our proposed interface by modifying some implementations.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have proposed a teleoperation interface for mobile robots with a freely configurable viewpoint using photorealistic textures of the physical world. This free-viewpoint enables human operators to intuitively change their viewpoints using an HMD and a head tracker. A free-viewpoint image generation method with view-dependent geometry and texture has been simplified and improved to achieve real-time processing for the proposed interface. In addition, we achieved augmented free-viewpoint image generation in which a 3D model of the robot was superimposed on the free-viewpoint image using AR techniques. Our experiments conducted in both virtual and physical environments have confirmed that the proposed interface has advantages in terms of operational accuracy over time required to complete tasks, while the quality of the generated free-viewpoint images is satisfactory for demonstrating the advantage of our proposed interface.
In future work, we will investigate the effects of delay in the proposed interface in a setting with large delays in environment information transmission, improve the prototype system for more practical situations, and enhance the quality of the free-viewpoint image generation process.
